Get Better at Zoom

Like it or lump it, it’s here to stay

With Daniel Yuhas and Sara Mulliner of Torus and People-Places-Things
POLL
Remote control
Global distribution data for cattle, buffaloes, horses, sheep, goats, pigs, chickens and ducks in 2010

Marius Gilbert, Gaëlle Nicolas, Giusepina Cinardi, Thomas P. Van Boeckel, Sophie O. Vanwambeke, G. R. William Wint & Timothy P. Robinson

Scientific Data 5, Article number: 180227 (2018) | Cite this article
Remote control

Steps:

- Share screen
- Teacher provides (or student requests)
- Click on screen once
This is the content that I’m sharing on my screen.
This is the content that I’m sharing on my screen.
This is the content that I’m sharing on my screen.
This is the content that I’m sharing on my screen.
This is the content that I’m sharing on my screen.
Remote control

considerations

Computer only

“Tug-o-war”

Trust!
Remote control

Considerations

Can do the reverse: Student shares screen, you control (best 1-on-1)
Sharing Video

(with annotation and a poll!)
Choose your browser to share video

Make sure to check these boxes when sharing video:

- Share sound
- Optimize for video clip
Notes about annotate

- You have to turn “annotate” off by hitting the pencil icon again before you can interact with the material again (e.g. hitting play on your video).

- Be sure to hit “clear all drawings” before you keep going

- You can allow your students to annotate as well
How to write a poll

It’s way down here

Start at the “meetings” tab on Zoom.us
Schedule a meeting, then edit the details.
Poll considerations

It's really just a poll
Can't identify responses in real time
Only multiple choice
Realistic role play
A: Hi, how can I help you today?
B: I’d like the grilled cheese sandwich.
A: Sure! And would you like that with fries or with a salad?
B: With a salad.
A: Sounds good, I’ll have that right out!
A: Hi, how can I help you today?
B: I’d like the grilled cheese sandwich.
A: Sure! And would you like that with fries or with a salad?
B: With a salad.
A: Sounds good, I’ll have that right out!
Virtual backgrounds steps

Click arrow in Start Video
Choose Virtual Background...
Add Image + upload
Computer audio

steps

Get audio ready
Click Share Screen
Advanced tab
Computer Audio
Share
Press play
Press ESC or double-click to exit full screen mode
10 Hours Busy Restaurant Ambiance

CITY AMBIANCE: Busy Restaurant / Diner - 10 HOURS Ambient Sounds

603,875 views • Jul 2, 2015
Realistic role play

considerations

Plan ahead
Shares ALL audio
Increases challenge
WHITEBOARD
ENGLISH TEACHER VOLUNTEERS NEEDED!

- Classes conducted on Zoom
- 1-on-1 with the English learner
- Only 1-2 hours a week commitment
- No teaching experience is necessary
- Connect with people from diverse backgrounds
- Transform people's lives through language
- Gain practical skills of teaching English to the speakers of other languages
- Must be 18+ to volunteer

Sign-up: https://tinyurl.com/mbt3525a
OUTTAKES
REACTIONS
• Look at the picture
• Choose an emoji
• Explain why you chose it
Click Reactions button
Select one!

or click “…” for more options
Press ESC or double-click to exit full screen mode
Reactions

Considerations

Emojis: 10 seconds
Others: stay up until clicked again

Activities
Practicing adjectives
Reacting to photos
Annotate
(from a phone)
Annotate (from a phone)

Steps

Tap on shared screen
Tap on circle with pencil
Choose tool
Draw!
User: Hey, how's it going?

User: I'm going to do the dishes and laundry while you go to the store.

Papa: Thank you! Can you (do) me a favor?

User: Sure.

Papa: Can you look at the list I made for the grocery store? I want to (check) sure I didn't make a mistake.

User: Okay. You did (check) one mistake. We don't need any milk – we have another carton in the back of the fridge.

Circle the correct words.

1. Can you (do) / did me a favor?
2. Did he do / did the dishes last night?
3. She is (making) / makes progress.
4. Vera and Mateo made / making a lot of money last year.
5. Are you do / doing him a favor?
6. We always make / making sure to do our homework.
7. They usually do / doing the laundry.
Voter: Great! I'm going to do the dishes and laundry while you go to the store.

Poppa: Thank you! Can you [a] me a favor?

Voter: Sure.

Poppa: Can you look at the list I made for the grocery store? I want to [b] sure I didn't make a mistake.

Voter: Okay. You did [c] one mistake. We don't need any milk – we have another carton in the back of the fridge.

**Circle the correct words.**

1. Did he do / did me a favor?
2. She is making / makes progress.
3. Vera and Mateo made / making a lot of money last year.
4. Are you do / doing him a favor?
5. We always make / making sure to do our homework.
6. They usually do / doing the laundry.
Walt: Great, I'm going to (1) ______ the dishes and laundry while you go to the store.
Pepa: Thank you! Can you (2) ______ me a favor?
Walt: Sure.
Pepa: Can you look at the list I made for the grocery store? I want to (3) ______ sure I didn't make a mistake.
Walt: Okay, you did (4) ______ one mistake. We don't need any milk – we have another carton in the back of the fridge.

**Circle the correct words.**

1. Can you **buy**/**did** me a favor?
2. Did he **do**/**did** the dishes last night?
3. She is **making**/**makes** progress.
4. Vera and Monet **made**/**making** a lot of money last year.
5. Are you **do**/**doing** him a favor?
6. We always **make**/**making** sure to do our homework.
7. They usually **do**/**doing** the laundry.
Annotate (from a phone)

considerations

Manual erase (no clear)